
Dear Parents, Guardians & Learners, 

Since our last newsletter, the final exam results of the Grade 12 class of 2020 have been

announced and we were delighted with the majority of the results. 2020 was a very disrupted

year for all learners due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but we were particularly eager to get the

Grade 12 results as the Grade 12 syllabus was not reduced and they had to cover the same

content in all subjects that Matrics in the last few years have covered. The standard of the

examinations that were written last year were also of the same standard as usual and not made

easier due to lockdown and all the disruptions. 

Now that we have a complete set of results, the school as a whole had a 98,8% pass rate. Sadly,

there were a few learners that did not meet the requirements to pass. We had 5 learners in

Grades 8 to 11 that did not meet the requirements to pass, and 4 learners out of 124 in Grade 12

that unfortunately missed a pass. 

Three of the four learners in Grade 12 had Mathematics and Physical Sciences as the subjects

that caused their downfall. This subject combination has unfortunately in the past, and once

again now, been the reason for learners not passing. It is my plea to Grade 10 and 11 parents of

learners taking these two subjects, to take note of this and to make the necessary subject

changes where necessary to avoid heartache in the future.
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It would be in order to

congratulate all of our top

achievers in Grade 12, and

their names are included on

the previous page, but

mention must be made of

Francois Kemp our top

achiever in Grade 12, who

achieved an average of

95,7%. 

Francois obtained very high

A symbols for all of his

subjects. His excellent

performance has been

recognised by the

department and he has

been invited to the National

Senior Certificate Awards

Ceremony celebrating the 
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The award has moved online, encouraging

participants to enrol online and to record activities

in the online record book. A number of learners

have enrolled for the first time this year with many

having started already started their service hours.

Grade 11 learners, Ben Stoltzman and Casey

Bloomberg along with Tate Moor and Vieve Staal

recently completed their GOLD PRESIDENT’S

AWARD RESIDENTIAL PROJECT. They spent 4 days

“Helping the Breede River”, tackling the highly

invasive alien aquatic plant, Water Hyacinth. 

This plant is considered the most dangerous weed

in the world and is causing the Breede River to

shrink - it has a massively negative impact on all

aquatic eco systems.

The team braved spiders, snakes, sunburn and

exhaustion for 4 long days removing the Water

Hyacinths on the Breede River and although the

work was incredibly hard, they left feeling a great

sense of accomplishment and pride for the

difference they had made.

If you are interested in making a difference and

signing up to be part of Presidents Award for

Youth Empowerment - chat to Ms Mobsby or sign

up on their website https://presidentsaward.co.za

The project was featured on Good Guys Things

website and facebook page and can be read here: 

https://www.goodthingsguy.com/environment/bre

ede-river-cleanup/

Interact elected their committee last year after grade 12s started writing Prelims. The president is

Drew Goldie and the deputy is Lola Erasmus. 

The first project is to find recipients for the teddy bears that the club has collected of which there

are over 100 bears. They will also  continue to collect bread tags in conjunction with Camps Bay

Primary School's Prep Campus and are extending this to include plastic bottle tops.
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